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A

s market maturity nears in the mainstay categories of
residential video, broadband and telephony, cable
and telecom service providers are crafting entry
strategies for what some hope will be the next major
growth frontier: the $10 billion U.S. home security market. North
American operators including Rogers Cable, Comcast, Suddenlink
Communications, Cox Communications, AT&T, Verizon and Time
Warner Cable have introduced home security and automation
(HSA) offerings in selected markets, with plans for wider rollouts
this year. Other providers are considering similar efforts.
This report examines the HSA category and its potential to emerge
as a meaningful contributor to service provider revenue and value,
while providing a basis for evaluating potential entry into the
category. The report considers these elements of the HSA market:
Industry structure and competitive dynamics
Technology enablers
Cable industry advantages/disadvantages
Product offerings and positioning
Activity by key telecom providers
Market projections
Conclusions
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Industry Structure and Competitive Dynamics
A stroll along a residential neighborhood almost anywhere in the U.S. provides
ready evidence of the home-security industry’s strong presence. Colored signs
sprouting from lawns and near entry doors announcing that homes are protected by
automated security-monitoring systems are common. Roughly 23% of U.S. homes
have an installed, active home-security system today. Including installation costs
plus monthly fees across a base of close to 30 million homes, the U.S. residential
and small-business security monitoring industry produces around $12 billion in
revenue and, with a 50% cash flow margin, generates roughly $6 billion in EBITDA
(Bernstein Research, April 2012). Although it has impressive scale, the category is
flat, with annual revenue growth estimated in low-single digits. (Of the estimated
$12 billion U.S. category total, residential customers account for the large majority
of revenue, or around $10 billion, with small business representing about $2 billion.
A much larger amount, close to $23 billion, is spent annually by commercial
enterprises and industry.)
U.S. home security economics
(residential + small business segment, $ in bil.)
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Despite the presence of familiar security brand names
such as Tyco’s ADT and Protection1, the market is
surprisingly fragmented. Bernstein reports the top 3
providers (ADT, Protection1 and Monitronics) account
for only 30% of monitored homes, with the majority of
the market served by independent companies —
typically locally owned businesses that install and
maintain home systems while contracting call center
and emergency alert responsibilities to third parties.

1.2

Thus, cable’s market opportunity doesn’t depend
exclusively — and may not depend even in the
Source: Bernstein Research estimates, April 2012
majority — on stealing market share away from the
large incumbents. There is a large addressable market outside the influence of
these companies that may be easier to disrupt, as independent security firms lack
the marketing and deployment scale cable operators may be able to bring to bear.
Moreover, the U.S. market isn’t necessarily confined to the 23 million homes that
currently pay for security systems. With new and enticing enhancements such as
health-care device monitoring, remote control of lights/appliances and fire/flood
monitoring, cable and telecom providers may be able to grow the total market,
adding several million homes to the category. Research firm Parks Associates
projects telecom entrants will expand the total U.S. residential market for security
systems by 30% within four years — adding potentially 7 million new customers.
Cable operators also may benefit from delivering HSA services from the standpoint
of churn reduction and bundle longevity. Annual churn rates for publicly held
security system providers are in the 10-12% range — rates that compare favorably
to typical cable video products and bundles.
Technology Enablers
Although impressive from a scale standpoint, the security monitoring sector has not
been known for technical or service innovation, historically. The basic offering —
some combination of intrusion detection with emergency-alert notification — has not
changed appreciably since the category became popularized in the 1970s. That’s
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changing. The newer breed of security systems adds more functionality, with
offerings that may include remote access and flood/fire detection along with
intrusion sensing, lighting, thermostat and small-appliance control. Video also is now
a big part of the attraction, as providers now offer options to install and maintain
webcams that allow homeowners to peer in on their homes from remote locations.
Driving the enhancements and the changing economics of the business are these
key enablers:
Wireless in-home connectivity. The ability to interconnect intrusion detection
devices, appliance controls and cameras wirelessly removes a prominent entry
barrier by reducing significantly the cost of installing an HSA system. Time
Warner Cable estimates a typical installation of its iControl-based HSA system
take 90 minutes to two hours, versus nearly a full day for wireline-based systems.
Video streaming: A powerful enhancement to HSA systems comes from video
monitoring, which has resonance with consumers who may not have considered
a security system purely for intrusion detection purposes. So-called “nannycam” or “pet-cam” functionality is feasible economically thanks in part to steep
declines in costs for video compression, lenses and cameras.
Inexpensive, facile appliance controls. Various hardware solutions from namebrand manufacturers have arrived on the market to enable appliance control
and intrusion detection at reduced costs.
Broadband technology. Broader bandwidth availability in both upstream and
downstream networks allows for a richer array of services than copper-wire
phone lines permit. (ADT itself recognizes the dependence on broadband as a
key enabler of the new breed of HSA services, as language from its consumer
website demonstrates: “For the advanced suite of services, such as remote control of
lights or thermostats or video applications, ADT will need access to your high-speed Internet
connection. This could be a cable modem connection, DSL, FiOS, U-verse® or other highspeed Internet connection.” )
From ADT Pulse online FAQ, 4-18-2012

Integrated IP networks and devices. The ability to address remote devices
such as smartphones, tablets and PCs with email and text alerts, live or eventbased video and input control personalizes and enriches HSA systems in ways
that standalone, home-bound intrusion detection systems cannot.
Cable Industry Advantages/Disadvantages
The key question for cable/telecom providers is what particular strengths they may
bring to bear in a changing market. Obviously, cable companies dominate the U.S.
market for residential broadband connectivity that is essential to modernized HSA
systems. But providing a broadband pipeline alone may not confer a superior
market entry position to cable any more so than providing electricity makes a power
company suitable for the same role. Instead, cable’s advantages in the HSA realm
derive from broader market attributes:
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Operational infrastructure. Installation and service fleets, large-scale customer
care facilities and the systems that support them give cable providers an
operational advantage few others possess — or could create economically.
Cable’s existing call-center infrastructure allows providers a possible in-house
avenue for providing emergency-alert security services if they choose not to
outsource the function to a third party provider.
Customer relationships. Cable enjoys tremendous presence in the lives of
prospective HSA customers through service request responses, online portals,
monthly billing processes and other moments of interaction.
Marketing scale. Scale economies exist in the ability to devote local crosschannel video advertising inventory to HSA products, along with online
communications and external media buying arrangements.
Product affinity. Cable is well-known as a provider of multi-faceted residential
communications/entertainment services that depend on network connectivity, in
a fashion similar to HSA systems. Beyond that, cable’s heritage in video delivery
may provide a natural symmetry with an increasingly video-intensive HSA
product portfolio.
Bundling potential. Offering a well-rounded HSA product line supports a
“quad-play” offering strategy that may create up-sell across other product lines
while supporting customer loyalty and possibly reducing churn across HSA
households. The security industry custom of requiring long-term service
contracts (2 years, typically) may provide cover for cable to institute similar
requirements for HSA, or, alternatively, to stand out in the market by eschewing
such contracts.
Favorable economics. As an overlay upon a fixed-infrastructure, HSA allows
cable providers to add revenue with relatively little new capital investment
beyond in-home, revenue-producing devices (sensors, touchpads) and software
applications.
Among disadvantages:
Mixed reputation. A legacy of poor customer service scores, at least as
measured by independent researchers, suggests cable must overcome some
consumer resistance in a category that (literally) cuts close to home. Still, the
industry’s success in overcoming similar perceptions related to residential
telephone service suggests a strong possibility for circumventing skepticism.
Skill set absence. Installer/technician and service agent training are requisites
for serious entry into a category that involves more in-home devices than cable
is accustomed to supporting. Supporting service calls and managing device
troubleshooting are critical components that must be addressed and mastered
to maintain credibility in the category.
Strong competitors. Incumbents have strong brand presence and scaled
sales/installation forces available. Well aware of the telecom intrusion into their
market, ADT and others are fortifying their offerings with broadband-enabled
enhancements such as video monitoring and remote-device access. In a recent
quarterly earnings call, Tyco CEO Ed Breen (formerly the CEO of Motorola
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Mobility and until recently a member of Comcast’s Board of Directors) reported
no negative impact so far on the ADT customer base in markets where telecom
providers have introduced security/automation services.
Brand strength. Telecom providers must work to overcome perceptions that
their HSA platforms are cheap, low-end options that concede the higherrevenue base. An example comes from an April 18 article in the consumer
publication Smart Money, which suggested telecom options may deliver less
value than traditional security offerings: “The services are typically cheaper than
going through a dedicated security firm — $10 to $40 per month instead of
$30 to $75. But experts warn consumers are likely getting less protection.”
Legal liability. Providing residential security services may elevate risk
somewhat, although most providers attempt to limit liability through contractual
agreements that specify limits of responsibility. (Example: language from one
U.S. cable company states that “we do not warrant that the home security
services, the equipment of the software will prevent or protect against any loss,
damage or injury to any person or any property under any circumstances.”)
Entry strategies, Product Offerings and Positioning
Early indications suggest telecom providers will attempt to differentiate their
HSA offerings mainly on the basis of product enhancements, more so than price.
Although more intensive pricing pressure may emerge later as competition rises, the
prevailing strategy does not suggest a margin-eroding price war will occur early on.
An analysis of messaging and marketing strategy underscores the telecom
category’s reliance on a sort of advanced-technology ethos that may appeal in
particular to customers who are comfortable with using digital and mobile
technologies. For example, Comcast promotes its Xfinity Home service as offering
“more features, more connected, more security, with access in more places, all at
the touch of a finger.” (See website image below.) Significantly, there is little public
messaging around affordability, discounts or cost savings.
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Others have adopted similar approaches. ADT’s new Pulse HSA system — the
company’s answer to the telecom industry’s competitive assault — also leads with
messaging around a comprehensive security-plus-automation combination.
(Language: “It’s home automation, climate and light control and remote video
monitoring.”)

Home Security/Automation Service Comparisons
PROVIDER

BRAND

INSTALLATION

ADT

Pulse

$

Comcast

Xfinity Home

Monitronics
Protection1

MONTHLY RATE RANGE

399

$

$

200 + $100 per camera

$

Monitronics

Varies by dealer

$

Protection1

$

375

$

Suddenlink Comms.

Suddenlink Home Security

Varies

$

Time Warner Cable

IntelligentHome

$

199

$

Verizon

Home Monitoring and Control

$

Source: Company data

48
30 – $45
30
25 – $42
20 – $40
30 – $39

70 – 220
$

10

$

ADVERTISED FEATURES/OPTIONS

UL-listed security monitoring
Remote web/mobile access
Medical notification
Live video streaming
Email and/or text alerts
Fire/smoke monitoring
Carbon monixide monitoring
Water/flood monitoring
Lighting/thermostat control
Small appliance control

From a product/feature standpoint, the new
breed of HSA systems exhibits considerable
commonality, with feature sets that include
various forms of home-condition monitoring
(temperature, fire, intrusion and more) plus
video options, all controlled from an in-home
touchpad or a remote-access device
connected via an IP network.
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An essential component of HSA systems is the emergency alert function, which can
be accomplished in several ways:
An independent or company-operated monitoring center with UL Certification
tracks sensor data and, by telephone call, reports activity to the customer
and/or a local law-enforcement or public safety department. (This “Tier 1”
approach is used by most legacy home-security systems.)
An automated alert is generated to a customer via SMS, email or other electronic
means, with no reporting to law-enforcement agencies. (A “Tier 2” service.)
Some combination of the two above approaches is offered, such as an
automated alert coupled with a notification to law enforcement.
Activity by Key Telecom/Security Providers
ADT: Enjoys strong name recognition and operates eight monitoring centers in
U.S., a point it uses to establish differentiation. Latest offering, Pulse, combines
security with home automation and remote access, tied to broadband networks, for
about $12/month more than legacy security-monitoring. Launched two years ago,
Pulse now accounts for roughly 25% of ADT’s new installations.
AT&T: Entering the HSA market not through U-verse but through its wireless
division, with Digital Life Services the brand name for a set of home security,
health care monitoring and automation offerings. No retail availability or pricing
yet announced. Technology may draw from the 2010 acquisition of Xanboo Inc.,
a home automation systems developer.
Comcast: Launched Xfinity Home in June 2011 in seven of 18 regions, with full
footprint rollout planned for 2012. Developed in partnership with technology
provider iControl. Technology relies on integrated broadband and cellular-based
networks providing dual communications path. A countertop device monitors
Zigbee-based sensors and emits status via broadband and cell networks. Allied
with a third-party monitoring provider, COPS Monitoring, in Williamstown, N.J.
Cox Communications: Launching first HSA market, Phoenix, in April 2012 with
$29.99/month offer similar to those from other U.S. cable companies: security
monitoring, fire/smoke/carbon monoxide monitoring, video streaming and
lighting/thermostat control. Using software from iControl, the service allows
remote monitoring from smartphones or via web. No further rollout plans have
yet been announced.
Rogers Communications: Rolling out Smart Home Monitoring service, tied
to UL-certified monitoring station, across footprint. 3 rate plans, starting at
$39.99/month (Canadian). Touch pad included; home sensors sold ala carte. Ian
Pattinson, VP/GM: “We’ve completely reinvented home security with IP-based
service, including home automation management. They’re sticky services and
represent both revenue generators and retention.” (CED Magazine, Sept. 2011)
Suddenlink Communications: Widely deployed HSA service was launched in early
2010, achieving 66% growth in customers over 12-month period. Suddenlink
estimates it’s the No. 2 provider (behind ADT) in most markets. Operates its own
UL-certified central station.
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Time Warner Cable: Has a long history in the category, tracing to early acquisition
of a home security service in New York — and an allied monitoring center. Now
relaunching in Syracuse and elsewhere with iControl-based system. Offers free
iPhone/iPad apps for remote access.
Verizon: Home automation offering is inexpensive ($9.95/month) and destined for
rollout both within and outside of Verizon’s FiOS and/or DSL footprint. Based on
home control system developed by 4Home, a startup acquired by Motorola
Mobility. Lacks Tier 1 security, but allows for various home control functions
including monitoring and control of cameras, lights (from manufacturer Z-Wave),
and door locks. For an extra cost, Verizon offers energy management applications.
Requires self-install or use of contractor through InstallerNet directory.
Projections
Bernstein Research
Sees promise in HSA for cable and telecom providers from a strategic
standpoint — the ability to reduce churn, reinforce bundle value and create a
quad-play offering — but is less enthusiastic about the economics. An April
2012 report by analyst Steven Winoker notes that a 5% U.S. market share for
cable operators by 2016 would translate to total industry EBITDA contribution
of just $300 million to $400 million, or less than 1% of total industry EBITDA.
Why pursue the market, then? In addition to the “modest” revenue/cash flow
contribution, Bernstein cites the possibility for churn reduction, or “the hope
that by bundling a second, third, or fourth service into the mix for the customers
that take home security, they might be able to reduce churn and the costs to
acquire replacement customers that go along with it.”
(Report: U.S. Cable/TelCo and Tyco (TYC): Home Invasion... The Coming
Competition for Home Security and Automation, April 2012)
Parks Associates
Projects the total U.S. market for residential security and home-control systems
will expand by 30% (beyond traditional security) by 2016, producing “a
significant opportunity for broadband service providers.” (CED Magazine,
September 2011.)
Sees the home energy-management component of the residential HSA market
contributing $180 million in subscription revenue by 2015. Overall, 60% of U.S.
homes will have some sort of energy-management control system, including
utility-provided offerings, by 2022. (Press release, Feb. 23, 2012)
ABI Research
Projects 9 million managed home-automation systems provided by cable/telco
companies by 2015. M2M Practice Director Kevin Burden: “A significant
consumer education process will be required, but the telco and broadband
providers are well positioned to do it.” (Press release, Jan. 31, 2011).
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Conclusions
The clear trend toward telecom provider involvement in HSA services, coupled
with more elaborate home-automation enhancements from incumbent security
companies, suggests the window for entering the market is within the next
12–18 months. More aggressive pursuit of HSA opportunities by ADT and
Verizon (in and out of FiOS markets) in particular will make share gains more
difficult should providers wait.
Market entry may be accelerated by establishment of alliances with third-party
security monitoring companies and/or acquisitions.
HSA should be viewed as one of numerous applications that can be layered
atop a fixed-infrastructure broadband platform to provide modest incremental
revenue while contributing significantly to churn reduction and customer
longevity. Additionally, HSA has the ability to support a broadening of customer
perception around the types of services cable/telecom providers can offer as
the industry moves from a video/data/voice-centric persona to a richer,
application-oriented environment.

